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Digital airborne cameras are now penetrating the fields of photogrammetry and remote
sensing. Due to the last decade’s results in research and development in the fields of
for instance detector technology, computing power, memory capacity position and
orientation measurement it is now possible to generate with this new generation of
airborne cameras different sets of geometric and spectral data with high geometric and
radiometric resolutions within a single flight. This is a decisive advantage as compared
to film based airborne cameras. The linear characteristic of the opto-electronic
converters is the basis for the transition from an imaging camera to an images
generating measuring instrument. Because of the direct digital processing chain from
the airborne camera to the data products there is no need for the processes of chemical
film development and digitising the film information. Failure sources as well as
investments and staff costs are avoided. But the effective use of this new technology
requires the knowledge of the features of the image and information generation, its
possibilities and its restrictions. This book describes all components of a digital airborne
camera from the object to be imaged to the mass memory device. So the image quality
influencing processes in nature are described, as for instance the reflection of the
electromagnetic sun spectrum at the objects to be imaged and the influence of the
atmosphere. Also, the essential features of the new digital sensor system, their
characteristics and parameters, are addressed and put into the system context. The
complexity of the cooperation of all camera components, as for instance optics, filters,
detector elements, analogue and digital electronics, software and so forth, becomes
transparent. The book includes also the description of example systems.
This book offers a comprehensive picture of nonequilibrium phenomena in nanoscale
systems. Written by internationally recognized experts in the field, this book strikes a
balance between theory and experiment, and includes in-depth introductions to
nonequilibrium fluctuation relations, nonlinear dynamics and transport, single molecule
experiments, and molecular diffusion in nanopores. The authors explore the application
of these concepts to nano- and biosystems by cross-linking key methods and ideas
from nonequilibrium statistical physics, thermodynamics, stochastic theory, and
dynamical systems. By providing an up-to-date survey of small systems physics, the
text serves as both a valuable reference for experienced researchers and as an ideal
starting point for graduate-level students entering this newly emerging research field.
This outstanding textbook provides an introduction to electronic materials and device
concepts for the major areas of current and future information technology. On about
1,000 pages, it collects the fundamental concepts and key technologies related to
advanced electronic materials and devices. The obvious strength of the book is its
encyclopedic character, providing adequate background material instead of just
reviewing current trends. It focuses on the underlying principles which are illustrated by
contemporary examples. The third edition now holds 47 chapters grouped into eight
sections. The first two sections are devoted to principles, materials processing and
characterization methods. Following sections hold contributions to relevant materials
and various devices, computational concepts, storage systems, data transmission,
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imaging systems and displays. Each subject area is opened by a tutorial introduction,
written by the editor and giving a rich list of references. The following chapters provide
a concise yet in-depth description in a given topic. Primarily aimed at graduate students
of physics, electrical engineering and information technology as well as material
science, this book is equally of interest to professionals looking for a broader overview.
Experts might appreciate the book for having quick access to principles as well as a
source for getting insight into related fields.
Managing & Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach provides a solid
knowledgebase of basic concepts to help readers become informed, competent
participants in Information Systems (IS) decisions. Written for MBA students and
general business managers alike, the text explains the fundamental principles and
practices required to use and manage information, and illustrates how information
systems can create, or obstruct, opportunities within various organizations. This revised
and updated seventh edition discusses the business and design processes relevant to
IS, and presents a basic framework to connect business strategy, IS strategy, and
organizational strategy. Readers are guided through each essential aspect of
information Systems, including information architecture and infrastructure, IT security,
the business of Information Technology, IS sourcing, project management, business
analytics, and relevant IS governance and ethical issues. Detailed chapters contain
mini cases, full-length case studies, discussion topics, review questions, supplemental
reading links, and a set of managerial concerns related to the topic.
This book proposes a process-oriented model for business networking and the concept
of networkability to develop realistic strategies for managing enterprises relationships in
the Internet economy. It formulates key success factors and management guidelines
which were developed in close co-operation between research and practice.
"This two volume set includes 213 entries with over 4,700 references to additional
works on gender and information technology"--Provided by publisher.
Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and integrative coverage of
essential new technologies, information system applications, and their impact on
business models and managerial decision-making in an exciting and interactive
manner. The twelfth edition focuses on the major changes that have been made in
information technology over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing, and
Interactive Session cases.
With most services and products now being offered through digital communications,
new challenges have emerged for information security specialists. A Multidisciplinary
Introduction to Information Security presents a range of topics on the security, privacy,
and safety of information and communication technology. It brings together methods in
pure mathematics, computer and telecommunication sciences, and social sciences.
The book begins with the cryptographic algorithms of the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) and Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA). It explains the mathematical
reasoning behind public key cryptography and the properties of a cryptographic hash
function before presenting the principles and examples of quantum cryptography. The
text also describes the use of cryptographic primitives in the communication process,
explains how a public key infrastructure can mitigate the problem of crypto-key
distribution, and discusses the security problems of wireless network access. After
examining past and present protection mechanisms in the global mobile
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telecommunication system, the book proposes a software engineering practice that
prevents attacks and misuse of software. It then presents an evaluation method for
ensuring security requirements of products and systems, covers methods and tools of
digital forensics and computational forensics, and describes risk assessment as part of
the larger activity of risk management. The final chapter focuses on information security
from an organizational and people point of view. As our ways of communicating and
doing business continue to shift, information security professionals must find answers to
evolving issues. Offering a starting point for more advanced work in the field, this
volume addresses various security and privacy problems and solutions related to the
latest information and communication technology.
WHATS IN IT FOR ME? Information technology lives all around us-in how we
communicate, how we do business, how we shop, and how we learn. Smart
phones, iPods, PDAs, and wireless devices dominate our lives, and yet it's all too
easy for students to take information technology for granted. Rainer and Turban's
Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd edition helps make Information
Technology come alive in the classroom. This text takes students where IT lives-
in today's businesses and in our daily lives while helping students understand
how valuable information technology is to their future careers. The new edition
provides concise and accessible coverage of core IT topics while connecting
these topics to Accounting, Finance, Marketing, Management, Human resources,
and Operations, so students can discover how critical IT is to each functional
area and every business. Also available with this edition is WileyPLUS - a
powerful online tool that provides instructors and students with an integrated
suite of teaching and learning resources in one easy-to-use website. The
WileyPLUS course for Introduction to Information Systems, 2nd edition includes
animated tutorials in Microsoft Office 2007, with iPod content and podcasts of
chapter summaries provided by author Kelly Rainer.
This book provides modern technical answers to the legal requirements of
pseudonymisation as recommended by privacy legislation. It covers topics such
as modern regulatory frameworks for sharing and linking sensitive information,
concepts and algorithms for privacy-preserving record linkage and their
computational aspects, practical considerations such as dealing with dirty and
missing data, as well as privacy, risk, and performance assessment measures.
Existing techniques for privacy-preserving record linkage are evaluated
empirically and real-world application examples that scale to population sizes are
described. The book also includes pointers to freely available software tools,
benchmark data sets, and tools to generate synthetic data that can be used to
test and evaluate linkage techniques. This book consists of fourteen chapters
grouped into four parts, and two appendices. The first part introduces the reader
to the topic of linking sensitive data, the second part covers methods and
techniques to link such data, the third part discusses aspects of practical
importance, and the fourth part provides an outlook of future challenges and
open research problems relevant to linking sensitive databases. The appendices
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provide pointers and describe freely available, open-source software systems
that allow the linkage of sensitive data, and provide further details about the
evaluations presented. A companion Web site at
https://dmm.anu.edu.au/lsdbook2020 provides additional material and Python
programs used in the book. This book is mainly written for applied scientists,
researchers, and advanced practitioners in governments, industry, and
universities who are concerned with developing, implementing, and deploying
systems and tools to share sensitive information in administrative, commercial, or
medical databases. The Book describes how linkage methods work and how to
evaluate their performance. It covers all the major concepts and methods and
also discusses practical matters such as computational efficiency, which are
critical if the methods are to be used in practice - and it does all this in a highly
accessible way! David J. Hand, Imperial College, London.
The ultimate CISA prep guide, with practice exams Sybex's CISA: Certified
Information Systems Auditor Study Guide, Fourth Edition is the newest edition of
industry-leading study guide for the Certified Information System Auditor exam,
fully updated to align with the latest ISACA standards and changes in IS auditing.
This new edition provides complete guidance toward all content areas, tasks, and
knowledge areas of the exam and is illustrated with real-world examples. All
CISA terminology has been revised to reflect the most recent interpretations,
including 73 definition and nomenclature changes. Each chapter summary
highlights the most important topics on which you'll be tested, and review
questions help you gauge your understanding of the material. You also get
access to electronic flashcards, practice exams, and the Sybex test engine for
comprehensively thorough preparation. For those who audit, control, monitor,
and assess enterprise IT and business systems, the CISA certification signals
knowledge, skills, experience, and credibility that delivers value to a business.
This study guide gives you the advantage of detailed explanations from a real-
world perspective, so you can go into the exam fully prepared. Discover how
much you already know by beginning with an assessment test Understand all
content, knowledge, and tasks covered by the CISA exam Get more in-depths
explanation and demonstrations with an all-new training video Test your
knowledge with the electronic test engine, flashcards, review questions, and
more The CISA certification has been a globally accepted standard of
achievement among information systems audit, control, and security
professionals since 1978. If you're looking to acquire one of the top IS security
credentials, CISA is the comprehensive study guide you need.
This new book combines research findings and the practical experiences of the
authors to present a comprehensive look at Executive Information Systems (EIS)
and other decision support applications! From how EIS differs from other
applications to what the future holds, this indispensable text covers everything
readers need to know to understand and develop executive information systems.
Coverage also includes Decision Support Systems, Artificial Intelligence (such as
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Expert Systems) and Groupware (such as Group Support Systems and Lotus
Notes) to give readers a wide array of tools to support executive decision making.
Rainer & Cegielski's new edition of Introduction to Information Systems: Enabling
and Transforming Business includes updated coverage, refined cases, more
illustrations, and a new "Weekly Updates" resource. Its concise chapters, many
cases and examples, and online quizzing provide smooth and straightforward
information and provide many hands-on activities. In general, the text is more
engaging, compelling and relevant with a broader table of contents,
pedagogically innovative structure, integrated activities, Excel and Access
projects. The 5th Edition includes a new chapter on ERP, more emphasis placed
on business processes and cloud computing, and videos of author lectures for
each section of the text.
"This edition of Rainer and Prince's Introduction to Information Systems will
answer this question for you. In every chapter, you will see how real global
businesses use technology and information systems to increase their profitability,
gain market share, develop and improve their customer relations, and manage
their daily operations. In other words, you will learn how information systems
provide the foundation for all modern organizations, whether they are public
sector, private section, for-profit, or not-for-profit. We have several goals for all
business majors, particularly undergraduates. First, we want to teach you how to
use information technology to help you master your current or future jobs to help
ensure the success of your organizations. Second, we want you to become
informed users of information systems and information technology. Third, we
want you to understand the digital transformation that your organization will likely
be undergoing"--
Purchasing .Fabrication Assembly Distribution Figure 1.1: Multi-Level
Manufacturing System for Make-to-Order Products specific resources of a type,
i.e., a certain machine or a single worker, the determination of the sequence
operations are processed on a ma chine, and the assignment of start and finish
times to operations. We will modify this framework to be specifically suited for
multi level make-to-order manufacturing systems. We assume that the facil ity
design issue is settled, i.e., the location and the layout of the facility as well as
the capacity ofthe three main resource types of the company are determined.
These resource types are the engineering department, the fabrication
department, and the assembly department. The engineering department is
concerned with the construction of new products as well as the modification and
customization of ex isting products. This entails the generation of engineering
documents such as blue prints for manufacturing. The capacity of the
engineering department is determined by the the count and qualification of engi
neers and by the availability of construction devices such as computer aided
design (CAD) systems etc.
Speech processing and speech transmission technology are expanding fields of
active research. New challenges arise from the 'anywhere, anytime' paradigm of
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mobile communications, the ubiquitous use of voice communication systems in
noisy environments and the convergence of communication networks toward
Internet based transmission protocols, such as Voice over IP. As a consequence,
new speech coding, new enhancement and error concealment, and new quality
assessment methods are emerging. Advances in Digital Speech Transmission
provides an up-to-date overview of the field, including topics such as speech
coding in heterogeneous communication networks, wideband coding, and the
quality assessment of wideband speech. Provides an insight into the latest
developments in speech processing and speech transmission, making it an
essential reference to those working in these fields Offers a balanced overview of
technology and applications Discusses topics such as speech coding in
heterogeneous communications networks, wideband coding, and the quality
assessment of the wideband speech Explains speech signal processing in
hearing instruments and man-machine interfaces from applications point of view
Covers speech coding for Voice over IP, blind source separation, digital hearing
aids and speech processing for automatic speech recognition Advances in Digital
Speech Transmission serves as an essential link between the basics and the
type of technology and applications (prospective) engineers work on in industry
labs and academia. The book will also be of interest to advanced students,
researchers, and other professionals who need to brush up their knowledge in
this field.
This research-oriented book presents key contributions on architecting the digital
transformation. It includes the following main sections covering 20 chapters: ·
Digital Transformation · Digital Business · Digital Architecture · Decision Support ·
Digital Applications Focusing on digital architectures for smart digital products
and services, it is a valuable resource for researchers, doctoral students,
postgraduates, graduates, undergraduates, academics and practitioners
interested in digital transformation.
Sustainable solutions require the integration of social and ecological aspects in
every planning and decision-making process. This book explains the most
important principles and elements of Systems Engineering and three planning
cases demonstrate the practical application. It provides an understandable guide
with questions and recommendations, and offers a clear structure of the problem
solving process.
With the quantity and quality of available works in Information Systems (IS)
research, it would seem advantageous to possess a concise list of exemplary
works on IS research, in order to enable instructors of IS research courses to
better prepare students to publish in IS venues. To that end, The Handbook of
Information Systems Research provides a collection of works on a variety of
topics related to IS research. This book provides a fresh perspective on issues
related to IS research by providing chapters from world-renowned leaders in IS
research along with chapters from relative newcomers who bring some
interesting and often new perspectives to IS research. This book should serve as
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an excellent text for a graduate course on IS research methods.
As digital transformation becomes increasingly central to effective corporate
strategy, today's students must understand information systems' role as the
backbone to all organizations. Known for its rich Canadian content and focus on
active learning, Introduction to Information Systems, Fifth Canadian Edition
shows students how they can use IS to help their employers increase profitability,
improve customer service, manage daily operations, and drive impact in their
markets. The popular What's in IT for Me framework empowers students in
accounting, finance, marketing, human resources, production/operations
management, and management information systems (MIS) to connect their
majors to specific IT topics and demonstrate value in the organizations they join.
This book constitutes the proceedings of two events held at the CAiSE
conference and relating to the areas of enterprise, business process and
information systems modeling: The 19th International Conference on Business
Process Modeling, Development and Support, BPMDS 2018, and the 23rd
International Conference on Evaluation and Modeling Methods for Systems
Analysis and Development, EMMSAD 2018. The conferences took place in
Tallinn, Estonia, in June 2018. The 13 papers accepted for BPMDS were
carefully reviewed and selected from 29 submissions; for EMMSAD 6 papers out
of 13 submissions were accepted for publication. For BPMDS 2018, the papers
were organized in topical sections as follows: context-awareness in business
processes; automatic analysis of business processes; advanced approaches for
business process modeling; evaluation of business process modeling techniques;
an experience report on modeling collaborative processes. For EMMSAD 2018,
the six related papers are listed without further sections.
The purpose of this book, originally published in 1987, was to contribute to the
advance of artificial intelligence (AI) by clarifying and removing the major sources
of philosophical confusion at the time which continued to preoccupy scientists
and thereby impede research. Unlike the vast majority of philosophical critiques
of AI, however, each of the authors in this volume has made a serious attempt to
come to terms with the scientific theories that have been developed, rather than
attacking superficial ‘straw men’ which bear scant resemblance to the complex
theories that have been developed. For each is convinced that the philosopher’s
responsibility is to contribute from his own special intellectual point of view to the
progress of such an important field, rather than sitting in lofty judgement
dismissing the efforts of their scientific peers. The aim of this book is thus to
correct some of the common misunderstandings of its subject. The technical term
Artificial Intelligence has created considerable unnecessary confusion because of
the ordinary meanings associated with it, and for that very reason, the term is
endlessly misused and abused. The essays collected here all aim to expound the
true nature of AI, and to remove the ill-conceived philosophical discussions which
seek answers to the wrong questions in the wrong ways. Philosophical
discussions and decisions about the proper use of AI need to be based on a
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proper understanding of the manner in which AI-scientists achieve their results; in
particular, in their dependence on the initial planning input of human beings. The
collection combines the Anglo-Saxon school of analytical philosophy with
scientific and psychological methods of investigation. The distinguished authors
in this volume represent a cross-section of philosophers, psychologists, and
computer scientists from all over the world. The result is a fascinating study in the
nature and future of AI, written in a style which is certain to appeal and inform
laymen and specialists alike.
If a network is not secure, how valuable is it? Introduction to Computer Networks
and Cybersecurity takes an integrated approach to networking and cybersecurity,
highlighting the interconnections so that you quickly understand the complex
design issues in modern networks. This full-color book uses a wealth of
examples and illustrations to effective
Why does information technology disappoint or enslave us? Why do so many
information systems projects collapse? How can we do better? There are many
technical, social, economic and other aspects to consider. How do we ensure we
take all these into account as we research ITC or employ them? ICT affects our
lives and world more profoundly than ever before. How may we understand it?
This book employs philosophy to lay foundations for understanding the
complexity of ICT, in five areas: The nature of information and computers, and
artificial intelligence; The use of ICT at work and home, for serious and less-
serious use; The ICT features that annoy or delight us; Societal issues, such as
surveillance, e-government, ICT in developing countries, climate change, what
technological progress is and what is the role of ICT as a whole and of the
information systems field; ICT development - including computer programming,
knowledge engineering and project management. The ideas in this book emerge
from five decades of experience of the author with ICT, across industry, the
professions and academic life. Information systems researchers will enjoy this
book because it offers them new ideas and fresh perspectives. On the 500th
anniversary of the European Reformation, this book introduces and applies the
Reformational Philosophy of mid-20th-century Dutch thinker, Herman
Dooyeweerd, to contemporary challenges of the 21st century. Excitingly, this
accessible philosophy is grounded in everyday experience and yields a rich
seedbed of ideas, which researchers and practitioners can develop to their
advantage.
This book is written for engineering students and working professionals.
Technical professionals are increasingly involved in IT issues, such as
implementing IT systems, managing them, and taking part in requirements
analysis/vendor selection. In this book, the basics of production planning systems
(PPS) are covered, as well as their implementation in ERP-Systems like SAP.
Readers also learn the basics of practical IT management and software creation
through detailed, real-world examples. The book serves as a full 5 ECTS study
module, which fits into any engineering curriculum. 150 multiple-choice quizzes,
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practical exercises and a text filled with experiential examples make it a
convenient choice for selfstudy and for classroom use.
Introduction to Information SystemsSupporting and Transforming BusinessJohn
Wiley & Sons
This supplement text bridges the gap between the fundamentals of how
businesses operate (processes) and the tools that business people use to
accomplish their tasks (systems). The authors have developed this text for an
introductory MIS or general business course to establish a fundamental
understanding of business processes. Business students, regardless of their
functional discipline, will be able to apply the real-world concepts discussed in
this text immediately upon entering the workforce. As more and more businesses
adopt enterprise systems globally, it becomes increasingly important for business
schools to offer a process-based curriculum to better reflect the realities of
modern business. Given the integration of business operations and enterprise
systems, Magal and Word have designed this text to reflect, in a practical and
accessible format, how real-world business processes are managed and
executed.
The goal of Introduction to Information Systems is to teach undergraduate
business majors how to use information technology to master their current or
future jobs. Students develop a working understanding of information systems
and information technology and learn how to apply concepts to successfully
facilitate business processes. This product demonstrates that IT is a key
component of any business, whether a student is majoring in Accounting,
Finance, Marketing, Human Resources, or Production/Operations Management.
This book discusses digitalization trends and their concrete applications in
business and societal contexts. It summarizes new findings from research,
teaching and management activities comprising digital transformation, e-
business, the representation of knowledge, human–computer interaction and
business optimization. The trends discussed include artificial intelligence, virtual
reality, robotics, blockchain, and many more. Professors and researchers who
conduct research and teach at the interface between academia and business
present the latest advances in their field. The book adopts the philosophy of
applied sciences and combines both rigorous research and practical applications.
As such, it addresses the needs of both professors and researchers, who are
constantly seeking inspiration, and of managers seeking to tap the potential of
the latest trends to take their business to the next level. Readers will find answers
to pressing questions that arise in their daily work.
This book provides a practical guide to the design and implementation of health
information systems in developing countries. Noting that most existing systems
fail to deliver timely, reliable, and relevant information, the book responds to the
urgent need to restructure systems and make them work as both a resource for
routine decisions and a powerful tool for improving health services. With this
need in mind, the authors draw on their extensive personal experiences to map
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out strategies, pinpoint common pitfalls, and guide readers through a host of
conceptual and technical options. Information needs at all levels - from patient
care to management of the national health system - are considered in this
comprehensive guide. Recommended lines of action are specific to conditions
seen in government-managed health systems in the developing world. In view of
common constraints on time and resources, the book concentrates on strategies
that do not require large resources, highly trained staff, or complex equipment.
Throughout the book, case studies and numerous practical examples are used to
explore problems and illustrate solutions. Details range from a list of weaknesses
that plague most existing systems, through advice on when to introduce
computers and how to choose appropriate software and hardware, to the hotly
debated question of whether patient records should be kept by the patient or filed
at the health unit. The book has fourteen chapters presented in four parts.
Chapters in the first part, on information for decision-making, explain the potential
role of health information as a managerial tool, consider the reasons why this
potential is rarely realized, and propose general approaches for reform which
have proved successful in several developing countries. Presentation of a six-
step procedure for restructuring information systems, closely linked to an
organizational model of health services, is followed by a practical discussion of
the decision-making process. Reasons for the failure of most health information
to influence decisions are also critically assessed. Against this background, the
second and most extensive part provides a step-by-step guide to the
restructuring of information systems aimed at improving the quality and relevance
of data and ensuring their better use in planning and management. Steps
covered include the identification of information needs and indicators,
assessment of the existing system, and the collection of both routine and non-
routine data using recommended procedures and instruments. Chapters also
offer advice on procedures for data transmission and processing, and discuss the
requirements of systems designed to collect population-based community
information. Resource needs and technical tools are addressed in part three. A
comprehensive overview of the resource base - from staff and training to the
purchase and maintenance of equipment - is followed by chapters offering advice
on the introduction of computerized systems in developing countries, and
explaining the many applications of geographic information systems. Practical
advice on how to restructure a health information system is provided in the final
part, which considers how different interest groups can influence the design and
implementation of a new system, and proposes various design options for
overcoming specific problems. Experiences from several developing countries
are used to illustrate strategies and designs in terms of those almost certain to
fail and those that have the greatest chances of success
This book presents selected examples of digitalization in the age of digital
change. It is divided into two sections: “Digital Innovation,” which features new
technologies that stimulate and enable new business opportunities; and “Digital
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Business Transformation,” comprising business and management concepts that
employ specific technological solutions for their practical implementation.
Combining new insights from research, teaching and management, including
digital transformation, e-business, knowledge representation, human-computer
interaction, and business optimization, the book highlights the breadth of
research as well as its meaningful and relevant transfer into practice. It is
intended for academics seeking inspiration, as well as for leaders wanting to tap
the potential of the latest trends to take society and their business to the next
level.
Introduction to Information Systems, 8th Edition teaches undergraduate business
majors how to use information technology to master their current or future jobs.
Students develop a working understanding of information systems and
information technology and learn how to apply concepts to successfully facilitate
business processes. This program demonstrates that IT is the backbone of any
business, whether a student is majoring in accounting, finance, marketing,
human resources, production/operations management, or MIS.
"This book offers a new look at the latest research and critical issues within the field of
information systems by creating solid theoretical frameworks and the latest empirical
findings of social developments"--
Managing and Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach, Sixth Edition,
conveys the insights and knowledge MBA students need to become knowledgeable
and active participants in information systems decisions. This text is written to help
managers begin to form a point of view of how information systems will help, hinder,
and create opportunities for their organizations. It is intended to provide a solid
foundation of basic concepts relevant to using and managing information.
Rainer & Cegielski?s new edition of Introduction to Information Systems: Enabling and
Transforming Business includes updated coverage, refined cases, more illustrations,
and a new "Weekly Updates" resource. Its concise chapters, many cases and
examples, and online quizzing provide smooth and straightforward information and
provide many hands–on activities. In general, the text is more engaging, compelling and
relevant with a broader table of contents, pedagogically innovative structure, integrated
activities, Excel and Access projects, and integration with WileyPLUS.
Introduction to Information Technology second edition is based on the fundamental
premise that the major role of information technology (IT) is to support employees,
regardless of their functional area (e.g. sales, marketing, accounting, HR) or level in the
organization. The unique theme of "What's in IT for me/ IT's About Business" provides
relevance for majors and non-majors. The text takes a hands-on approach with the
popular Virtual Company, has strong coverage of e-commerce, an excellent variety and
volume of examples, a strong website with real world applications and cases, and a
presentation that makes the material accessible through an attractive design. The text
shows IT through a global perspective and emphasizes the importance of making
connections among individuals, groups and organizations. The text is ideal for
undergraduate business majors with no prerequisite computer courses, and the new
edition builds upon the advantages of the previous edition by further tying the text
together with the online material.
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